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The collective forest right institution of China has already experienced five times 
significant change successively since the People's Republic of China was founded, 
and then formed the present basic framework. Nonetheless, there are a series of 
disadvantages such as definition of forest right subject, unity of between 
responsibility and duty, distribution of interests and institution of circulation that 
existing in traditional collective forest right institution along with the socialist market 
economy institutional reform. Apparently, these shortcomings in The collective forest 
right institutional has became the major institutional obstacles in developing process 
of collective forest right. As an important representative of collective forest right 
institutional reform in southern China，Fujian province is in the front row of the whole 
reform and has become the first pilot province for the latest collective forest right 
institutional Reform in 2003.The interpretation and exploration of pivotal issues like 
the future trend of Fujian’s reform of Forest Ownership and the corresponding 
solutions are directly related to the development of reform of Forest Ownership in 
Fujian Province. 
Based upon the previous research achievement, this research is devoted to cast 
insight into the changes and development of reform of Forest Ownership in Fujian 
Province, employing Institutional Economics theories and methods. First and 
foremost, Chapter Two briefs interpretation of Forest Ownership and property right, 
and delves into the difference and similarities between Marxist theory of property 
rights and New Institutional Economics. Chapter Three summarize the history of 
Collective Forest Ownership in Fujian Province while Chapter Four gives a general 
picture of Fujian’s this new reform of Collective Forest Ownership with regards to 
scope, implementation and the problems that arise. The conclusion that the concerned 
interest groups is the main propellent of this reform is reached when it comes to 
Chapter Five. Correspondingly, the suggested solution is presented, namely, to 
balance equity and efficiency through innovation of concerned institutions so as to 















deficiencies of this research are drawn in Chapter Six. The success of reform of Forest 
Ownership in Fujian Province poses positively profound influence upon the 
resolvation of Three Rural Issues, the construction of Socialist New Rural Areas and 
Harmonious Society and the realization of sustainable development of economy and 
society. Therefore, it is recommended that the research into the system of Forest 
Ownership be furthered.  
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农业合作化时期的山林入社、人民公社化时期的集体经营、20 世纪 80 年代农村
经济体制改革后的“林业三定”以及 21 世纪初自福建、江西试点推行的新集体
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